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2018 Recipient Of The Order Of the
British Car Council Enthusiasts Medal
by Angela van Breemen

On February 13th, 2019, the 2018
Recipient of the Order Of British
Car Council Enthusiasts Medal was
awarded to Ed Taccone, our current
HBCC President, by HBCC Past
President, Peter Pontsa and current
liaison to the British Car Council.

Ed has provided many interesting and
informative articles in his column
which appears in each issue of British
Driven.

Page 9 Santa Cars; Community Living
Dufferin

All of us would agree he is a caring
and genuine person and has repaired
and serviced members’ cars for free or
at little cost.

Page 10-11 Upcoming Events & 		
Sponsors’ Corner

2017 /2018
HBCC Board of Directors
Ed Taccone

Vice President:

Jean-Louis Valade

Secretary:

Gayle Fysh

Treasurer:

Don Fysh

He was also responsible for creating
our club’s All British Antique and
Classic Car Show which has become
quite popular. He has been our club
president for 3 1/2 years.

Membership Chair: Malcolm Stanton
Event Co-ordinator: Tom Hodgson
Directors at Large :
Leah Hill and Pat Yaremko
Past President:

Peter T. Pontsa

Web Co-ordinator & Editor, British Driven:
A. van Breemen

The selection for the 2018 recipient
was voted upon by our HBCC
members, and the consensus was that
Ed exemplified remarkable attributes
as per the directive of the BCCI.
Peter Pontsa also mentioned some
additional fine qualities and attributes
about our 2018 recipient.

Page 8 Who Will Be Driving Our
Classics In A Few Years’ Time?
Tom Hodgson

President:

as enthusiasm for club meetings and
club events at the member club level.

The heartfelt applause that resulted
after the presentation, confirmed the
admiration and affection our Club
members have for Ed Taccone, and
all in attendance heartily agreed this
award was well deserved.

This award was first established in
2017 by the British Car Council,
with the intention to recognize a
Congratulations Ed!
member for each of the British Car
Council Clubs, who has demonstrated
Angela van Breemen
great enthusiasm for, and robust
Editor, British Driven
knowledge about British cars, as well
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A charming piece of our HBCC history
This is our first HBCC President
Norm Redpath’s suggested Agenda
for our first meeting with my notes
scribbled on it as we talked.
You can see we decided that day
(Oct 8th 2008) to meet on the first
Wednesday of each month. The club
would be open to any owners of
British built cars.
We were even thinking of putting
an article in the local paper. The
Orangeville Banner did us proud on

by Tom Hodgson

that one since that article brought in
the first wave of members (see page
3 for the article).

We thought to contact members of
the MG club whom we knew and
suppliers etc.

Clearly we decided to call the Club
Headwaters British Car Club at that
meeting.

We must have thought about a logo
and a description of what our club
would be and print a small folder to
hand out.

We thought about our first run
and in fact, we ran it on the next
Saturday Oct 12th, a route which
I planned. This first run will be
repeated this October, as part of
President’s Fall Colur run.
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I am still surprised we did that much
on the first day with just Norm,
Hilary and myself present.
Tom Hodgson
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How Airbags Work

You might ask, why write an article
on how “Airbags work? Firstly, cabin
fever was setting in since having been
laid up, attached to my recliner and
being watched closely by my darling,
“the General”.

February / March 2019

by Ed Taccone

Until recently most of the strides
made in auto safety were in front
and rear impacts, even though
40 percent of all serious injuries
from accidents are the result of
side impacts, and 30 percent of all
accidents are side impact collisions.

airbag package in the seat back also
offers the advantage of preventing
unnecessary deployment that
might be caused by collisions with
pedestrians on bicycles. It takes
a collision of about 19 KPH (12
MPH) To trigger side airbags.

Many car makers have responded to
these statistics by beefing up doors,
door frames and floor and roof
sections.

BMW on the other hand have
chosen door mounted airbags. The
door has more space allowing for
a bigger bag that provides more
coverage.

But vehicles that currently offer
side airbags represent the new wave
of occupant protection. Engineers
To pass time I thought I would
that say that designing effective
ask ten people, a mix of family
side airbags is much more difficult
members and friends concerning
than designing front airbags. This is
their knowledge on airbags. All ten
because much of the energy from a
told me they were aware airbags were front impact collision is absorbed by
equipped in their cars (that’s a start) the bumper, hood and engine, and
but really didn’t know how they
it takes almost 30 to 40 milliseconds
worked other than knowing that
before it reaches the cars occupant.
airbags deploy in a frontal collision.
In a side impact, only a relatively
I thought, airbags are installed in
thin door and a few inches separate
the occupant from another vehicle.
This means that door mounted side
airbags must begin deploying in
a mere 5 or 6 milliseconds. That’s
much faster than Pat Yaremko’s Spit
6 starts.

every vehicle being manufactured
present day. This bit of a survey
brought me to the realization it
would be worth an explanation on
how airbags work.
But first let me enlighten you on
different types of airbags design
and science, and where they are
positioned in the vehicle.

Engineers at Volvo experimented
with different ways of mounting
side airbags and chose seat back
installation because that protects
passengers of all sizes regardless of
how the seat is positioned. This
arrangement allows them to place a
triggering mechanical sensor on the
side of the seat cushion under the
driver and passenger.
This prevents the airbag on the
undamaged side of the car from
inflating. Installing the entire
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The head airbag or Inflatable
Tubular Structure (ITS), looks a
little like a big sausage and unlike
other airbags is designed to stay
inflated for about 5 seconds to
offer protection against second or
third impacts. Working with the
side airbag, the ITS is exposed to
offer better protection in some side
collisions. Another option is the
curtain airbag.
All this makes it pretty clear that the
science of airbags is still new and
under rapid development. You can
expect many advances in this field
as designers come up with new ideas
and learn from the real world crash
data.
The goal of an airbag is to slow the
passenger’s forward motion as evenly
as possible in a fraction of a second.
There are three parts to an airbag
that help to accomplish this feat:
The bag itself is made of a thin,
nylon fabric, which is folded into the
steering wheel or dashboard or, more
recently, the seat or door.
Cont’d on page 5
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How Airbags Work...
The sensor is the device that tells
the bag to inflate. Inflation happens
when there is a collision force equal
to to running into a brick wall at
16 to 24 KPH (10 to 15 mph). A
mechanical switch is flipped when
there is a mass shift that closes an
electrical contact, telling the sensors
that a crash has occurred, from an
accelerometer built into a micro
chip.
The airbag’s inflation system reacts
sodium azide with potassium nitrate
to produce nitrogen gas (bet you
didn’t know that Dorien!).
Hot blasts of the nitrogen inflate the
airbag. In short, the bag then literally
bursts from its storage site at up to
322 KPH (200 mph), faster than
the blink of an eye! (or Ken Mason
on a car run). A second later, the gas
quickly dissipates through tiny holes
in the bag, thus deflating the bag so
you can move.

cont’d from page 4

zone for driver airbags is 5 to 8
cm (approx. 2 to 3-1/2 inches) of
inflation. So, placing it from the
center of the steering wheel to your
breastbone is ideal.
If you currently sit less than 25
cm (10 inches) away, you can
adjust your driving position in the
following way:
1. Move your seat to the rear as far
as possible while still reaching the
pedals comfortably.
2. Slightly recline the back of your
seat.
Although car designs vary, most
drivers can achieve the 25cm (10
inches) distance even with the driver
seat all the way forward by slightly
reclining the back of the seat.

best to follow the recommended
guidelines regarding children’s car
and booster seats.
Lastly, a brilliant thought on my
part as a design and science behind a
system for our British classics. Large
used heavy duty tractor tyre tubes
inflated according to vehicle weight.
Installation would be rather simple.
One tube front and rear tied off with
nylon tie wraps. One tube on the
outside of driver and passenger doors
tied off the same as bumpers on
boats. Application for this method
would be for MGBs, Triumphs,
Healys, Lotus, E-types along with
many others of approximate size.
For larger British Models perhaps
two tyre tubes in sequence in their
appropriate locations. For Bentley
and Rolls Royce, increase sequence
accordingly if required.
Can you picture this ingenious
system? And yes, this system makes
for tubes to be easily removed for
Car Shows.

Even though the whole process
happens in only one twenty-fifth of a
second, (about the same time it takes
Wee Davey to down a good blend
of single malt scotch) the additional
If reclining the seat makes it hard to
time is enough to help prevent
serious injury (or refill the glass with see the road, you can raise yourself
up by using your car’s seat-raising
a wee dram).
system (not all cars have this!) or a
firm, non-slippery cushion to (have
The powdery substance released
a look at the one Marlies Sands uses)
from the airbag, by the way, is
achieve same effect.
regular cornstarch or talcum
powder, which is used by the airbag
Point the airbag toward your chest,
manufacturers to keep the bags
pliable and lubricated while they are instead of your head and neck, by
tilting your steering wheel downward
in storage.
(of course this only works if your
steering wheel is adjustable).
In didn’t take long to learn that the
Hope this article has served as a bit
force of an airbag can hurt those
of valuable learning information.
For children 12 and under I would
who are too close to it. Researchers
Ed Taccone
need to write another article. It is
have determined that the risk
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I Remember - A Follow Up to Ed Taccone’s Article
By HBCC Club Member Peter Laughton, M.Eng., P.Eng., FCSCE

I read with great interest and
pleasure Ed Taccone’s article “Do
You Remember When?” in the
November 2018 Issue of British
Driven: The HBCC News – it
brought back many of my fond early
boyhood memories some which I
would like to share with you.
Growing up in London and Owen
Sound in the 1940’s was both a
challenging and a rewarding time for
me.
During the early to mid-1940’s,
I was a very young lad but can
remember that the war was on
and the family had ration stamps/
coupons ( sugar for example) –
also, money was very tight but we
just made do. Both my father and
my mother (a nurse) worked very
hard just to make ends meet but
looking back now, it was a character
building time for the family.

A young me in 1948 in Owen Sound in front
of the family house

The latter 1940’s in Owen Sound
were very memorable. I remember
one of the houses that we lived in
was a small 2 bedroom post war
house (with a coal burning furnace)
which was very comfortable and is
still well kept today as far as I am
aware.
I was an avid skier as can be noted
in the 1948 photo taken in front of

the house. Like Ed in his article, I
can vividly remember Sunday drives
around town with my father and
mother. Visits to the local dairy
after the Sunday drive to have what
was then called an ice cream bar;
I remember going in and lifting
up the big black cover on the floor
mounted horizontal freezer and
taking out an ice cream bar.

pointer waving teacher taught
daily lessons in front of each row
then when finished, walked aside
to the next row. She taught on a
real slate black board using white
chalk. The country school on
closing many, many years ago, was
purchased and was converted into a
private residential home. In 1952,

Along this note, I often visited my
grandparents living in Niagara-onthe Lake (NOTL) and going with
my grandfather to the local ice cream
shop for an ice cream cone – Ed’s
article notes a “scooped” ice cream
cone BUT I remember in NOTL in
those days, the ice cream came in an
individual “paper wrapped cylinder”
which was placed in the top of the
cone and the paper slowly peeled off
Early one room school that I attended. The
i.e. no hands or scoop ever touched
boy’s entrance was on the left and girl’s
the ice cream as it was being served.
entrance on the right. Photo Grey County
I was told why way back then, and
Roots & Archives.
I am sure many readers also know
why.
the family moved from Owen
Sound to Etobicoke in Toronto
In 1951, we moved out to a country where I completed lower school and
home opposite the then 9 hole
high school (Etobicoke Collegiate
Owen Sound Golf and Country
Institute – ECI).
Club; here I remember carrying golf
bags (no carts or pull carts at that
The 1952 to 1960 years for me also
time) sometimes carrying 2 golf bags “seemed simpler” as Ed put it. As
(1 over each shoulder) for double
with Ed, I also remember white
the going fee of around 25 cents per buck shoes and collecting empty pop
round.
bottles in exchange for money. I had
a “Liberty Magazine” route (Liberty
While living in the country house,
Magazine cost was 10 cents each)
I attended a one room red brick
and made balsa wood/paper covered
school house (and walked, yes
model airplanes from kits.
walked!) sun, rain, sleet or snow
Cont’d on page 7
about 1 mile. The school was
for grades 1 to 8 with each grade
assigned a row facing the black
board. A very stern and firm,
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I Remember - A Follow Up to Ed Taccone’s Article...
cont’d from Page 6

Some other of my miscellaneous and random remises from this 1952 to 1960 era:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

great friends,
making and playing hockey with friends on our back yard  hose made natural ice rink,
collecting and trading bubble gum NHL hockey cards of players from the 1950’s teams,
working part time  Friday nights and Saturdays at a local Etobicoke  Grand Union Grocery Store for 65
cents an hour,
playing on the 1959 Etobicoke Collegiate High School senior football
team (the school called it rugby),
attending  a Club  sponsored (whose name escapes me) sports car Hill
Climb in the exact same spot (hill) as the July 5, 2018 HBCC Hill
Climb re-enactment (which I attended),
attending a sports car event at an abandon airfield  called Harewood
Acres near Jarvis,
reading all the car magazines of the day I could about the famous          
Juan-Manuel Fangio,
attending a sports car event at Watkins Glen watching the great
Stirling Moss compete,
Me at home with Dad’s red TR2 in 1957
learning to drive  in my Dad’s Triumph TR2 (see photo opposite),
school report cards that said “Peter can do better” even though  I eventually got to be a U of T graduate in
Civil Engineering and spent a rewarding 49 year career in the engineering business.

Me with my MG TD
My Austin Healy which I now wish was
never sold back then

MGA – was a great dependable sports car

I currently have a 1973 MGB Roadster which was
purchased in 1986 and restored shortly thereafter.
Cheers,
Peter Laughton

p.laughton@rogers.com
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Who will be driving our classic cars
in a few years’ time? by Tom Hodgson
About a year ago I put together some gas, 20% from Nuclear, 11% from
articles about what kind of fuels we
Wind, 9% from coal, 9% from Biomight be using in future.
fuel and 3% from solar panels. This
is not all that different in Canada.
In the October issue of MG
Enthusiast the Editor Simon
However if all motorists buy electric
Goldsworthy wrote a very interesting cars thirty billion Pounds ( close to
article about the real cost of various
50 billion dollars) will be needed
cars and their Fuel consumption and in the UK alone just to set up the
their Carbon Dioxide emissions. He charging stations required. This
also looked at emerging technology
cannot happen overnight especially
and how it may affect us classic car
in remote areas.
drivers.
Now lets take a look at the Carbon
He started out by noting that
Footprints from production to
classic cars are almost certainly
scrapping.The average car produces
more polluting than modern
about 15 tonnes of Carbon Dioxide
vehicles. However he had great
in production, about 17 tonnes to
difficulty finding actual real life fuel run 100,000 miles and 7 tonnes to
consumption figures.
scrap it. Thus a total of about 39
tonnes during its life.
The worst case was a luxury
European car that in real driving
To produce an electric car battery
gave only 36.9% of the quoted
produces about 20 tonnes of Carbon
“laboratory numbers.” One Japanese Dioxide , A further 10 tonnes in
diesel car passed the Euro Standard
production and about 7 tonnes in
in the laboratory but was 18 times
scrapping plus some amount for the
worse in Nitrogen Oxide emissions
electricity. Thus the electric car gets
in real life running. He actually gives ahead at about 100,000 miles but
the names of those two vehicles.
certainly not as much as we might
expect. It clearly shows that running
However after some digging
our cars as long as they are reliable is
he found that the quoted fuel
beneficial to everyone.
consumption was meant as a way to
compare vehicles not as exact real life Simon next wondered if emerging
figures. Our old cars may not be as
technologies might be a cause for
bad as we think.
concern for us. We can see cars
already with automatic brakes,
He next looked at Electric cars.
wipers and lights.
It was noted that if all electricity
was generated from solar panels
Soon we might well have self driving
the Carbon footprint could be
cars, road signs that control our
as much as 10 times better than
speeds, cars that cannot get into the
today. Governments everywhere
wrong lane, cars that cannot run
are pushing for a change to electric
into the back of the one in front and
cars. Today in the UK Electricity
so on. Will we then be even allowed
is generated 40% from Natural
to drive our classic cars?
Page 8 HBCC Newsletter February / March 2019

The arguments about self driving
cars reminded him about the old
joke that the UK should think about
driving on the right side of the road.
“Let’s try commercial vehicles first
and if that works we can try cars
too”.
Another interesting question is
assuming people will be able to
afford the full self driving cars who
will be allowed to repair them? He
doubts the owner will be allowed to
play with the electronics.
Since it looks more and more like
young drivers will soon not be able
to change gears, park their car, pull
away on a hill, steer in the correct
lane our old cars may just fade away.
Is Simon worried for nothing? Next
time I will write a summary of the
“letters to the editor” he received
after his article.
Tom Hodgson
Note from the Editor:
Personally, I believe that Driverless
cars are unlikely to become a reality
anytime soon. There is growing
concern among AI (Artificial
Intelligence) experts that it may be
decades before self-driving systems can
reliably avoid accidents.
Nothing in my opinion, no matter
how many variables a computer system
may be programmed for which to
contend, will ever replace the responses
of a real live person. to real time road
hazards and sitations.
A. van Breemen
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Santa Cars - Commuity Living Dufferin
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Upcoming Events
If you are thinking of organizing an event for our 2019 Driving Season, please email
our Events Coordinator, Tom Hodgson at events@headwatersbritishcarclub.org
Next General Meeting: Wednesday, March 6th, 2019
St. Patrick’s Day Luncheon, March 17th, 2019, Fionn McCools

For Details of our HBCC Events and Events of Interest visit:
https://www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org/index.php/events/

The Sponsors’ Corner

CONSULTATION | DESIGN | CUSTOM CABINETS | PROJECT COORDINATION

According to several
Groundhog Prognosticators
spiring is around the corner!
Watch for details on the
reopening of Toad Hollow!

David Maguire, Sales Representative
Serving Your Real Estate Needs in
Dufferin County Since 1984
Business: 519.941.5151 or 905.450.3355
E-mail: dmaguire@royallepage.ca
visit me at www.dmaguire.ca
Toll Free: 1.800.268.2455 * Cell: 519.216.0138

Call David Maguire for
details at 519-216-0138
*Toad Hollow is located at the
rear of 55 Townline, Orangeville
(enter off John Street)
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RCR Realty, Brokerage
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The Sponsors’ Corner

cont’d from page 6
Neil Mathieson, CPA, FICB
168 Broadway, Orangeville,
Ontario L9W 1K3
519-942-2880
3045 Southcreek Road, #27
Mississauga, ON L4X 2X6
905-206-0004

Making Life Less Taxing

Neil Mathieson, Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA)
Fellow of the Institute of Canadian Bankers (FICB)

https://dianecyrhomes.com/

$100.00 per annum for 1/4 page ad; specs
required are 4.0” x 4.5”
$50.00 per annum for business card size; specs
required are 3.5” x 2”
Sponsor to provide high resolution artwork in jpg,
tiff, indd or pdf format.
A minimum of 6 issues per year will be published.
To arrange to have your advertisement placed
here, please contact the Editor at:
newsletter@headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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